Tollco Water Leakage Switch
WaterFuse Apartment
Protect
homes
against wate
r
damage.

• Creates security whether you
are at home or travelling.
• Minimise the risk of water damage.
• Water detectors detect, shut off and
warn when a leak is detected.

THREE MAIN FEATURES:
• Detects leaks, emits an alarm and shuts off the water.
• Motorised ball valves for operational safety.
• Protects you and your neighbours.
IT WORKS VERY SMOOTHLY
Press OFF on the remote unit in the hall and turn off the water when you leave home.
If the dishwasher is on, you can select delayed shutdown to let it run. When you get
home, turn on the water by pressing the ON button on the remote.
Detectors are located under the dishwasher and washing machine and other sensitive
places. If there is the slightest leak, a signal is sent to the central unit and the main
water line is turned off.
SECURE BENEFITS
Water damage in apartments often causes major costs and discomfort. The costs are
related to decontamination, restoration and possibly evacuation accommodations. The
damage usually affects one or more underlying apartments that must also be cleaned
up. A single case of water damage can therefore cause a need for several evacuation
apartments. Decontamination and repairs can also take place over several months.
After decontamination, mould may still remain in the dried material, but now as dead
spores. These can then be spread to all apartments via the ventilation system and create allergies and other ill health effects amongst the residents. This leakage circuit
breaker minimises the risk of one or more apartments being damaged by water.
RECOMMENDED BY INSURANCE COMPANIES
Water damage entails high costs for insurance companies. Therefore, many support
the installation of our water switches/water circuit breakers. Check with your insurance
company about what requirements they have and how you can get a lower premium.
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SCAN CODE FOR MORE INFO
ABOUT THE PRODUCT.

Product
Apartment
Apartment + Remote Unit
Apartment + Water Detector Apartment
Complete*

RSK
561 98 68
561 98 72
561 98 76
561 98 80

Item no.
VFB200-DN15
VFB210-DN15
VFB220-DN15
VFB230-DN15

Extra wireless devices
Fjärrenhet
Vattendetektor

RSK
561 98 96
561 98 97

Item no.
2220022
2220042

Extra wired devices
Water detector

RSK
521 65 70

Item no.
22200131

* Contains both water
detector and remote unit.
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Made in Sweden. Recommended by insurance companies.

